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There were three prophecies in the Jade Box: 

 

 

The first prophecy was that the Chessboard Island would welcome an Angel’s emissary. The person 

described was naturally the same as the priest. 

 

 

The second prophecy was that there was a huge spirit stone mine buried under the Chessboard Island. If 

the spirit stone mine was not completely mined, the chessboard island would forever sink to the bottom 

of the sea. 

 

 

The third prophecy was that one day, when the spirit stone mine was difficult to mine, the angel would 

walk out of the turtle shell and give them a helping hand. 

 

 

Of course, if the priest knew that one day, there would really be a pervert coming out of the turtle shell, 

he would never make up the third prophecy. 

 

 

The priest said that the three prophecies in the Jade Box were a warning from the sea god to the 

islanders. He kept on playing tricks, and then the islanders were fooled! 

 

 

Firstly, the priest’s tricks had convinced them. Secondly, only their ancestors knew that there was a 

spiritual stone mine under the Chessboard Island, which meant that the prophecy in the Jade Box was 

true. 



 

 

Therefore, several clan leaders of the Chessboard Island joined forces to open the spiritual stone mine’s 

enchantment. 

 

 

This was also the reason why the priest didn’t take things by force but worked slowly. Without the 

cooperation of the Islanders, there was no way for him to find the spiritual stone mine. 

 

 

After the spiritual stone mine appeared, the priest began to cultivate his own power bit by bit. 

 

 

There were good and bad people among the islanders. Naturally, there would be people who would risk 

their lives for benefits. Thus, the priest’s power grew stronger and stronger. When the Islanders realized 

that something was wrong, they had no way to resist the priest. 

 

 

Moreover, the long period of submissiveness made them lose the courage to resist. It was only until Yun 

Chujiu’s arrival that they were finally saved. 

 

 

Yun chujiu also received a shocking piece of news from Chief Li’s soul. If the spirit stone mine was 

completely mined, then chessboard island would completely sink. 

 

 

This was because the chessboard island itself was a huge array formation that existed to hide the 

spiritual stone mine. Once the spiritual stone mine was completely mined, then the chessboard island 

would no longer have any value and would forever sink to the bottom of the sea. 



 

 

No wonder chief Li and the maid with the triangular eyes said that only the priest would be able to leave 

safely in the future. If chessboard island sank, the priest would naturally not care about the lives of the 

islanders. Moreover, in order to keep it a secret, he would kill everyone to silence them. 

 

 

Yun chujiu briefly explained the matter to the few clan leaders of the Chessboard Island, then, she said, 

“You guys can decide where you want to go. However, since the Divine Devil Hall has their eyes on your 

Chessboard Island, I’m afraid they won’t let it go so easily. They will send someone over.” 

 

 

As the matter was of great importance, the few clan leaders couldn’t make a decision right away. 

Therefore, they tried their best to invite Yun Chujiu to stay for a few more days to help them plan. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu decided to be a good person to the end. She promised to give the islanders two days to 

consider. 

 

 

Of course, this fellow also had his own little jiu jiu. There was such a big spiritual stone mine at the 

bottom of the sea. She couldn’t let her help for nothing, right? 

 

 

She felt that there was a high chance that the people of Chessboard Island would choose to leave. When 

the time came, they would definitely ask for help from her. At that time, she could take the opportunity 

to make a fortune! 

 

 



Sure enough, two days later, a few clan leaders came to Yun Chujiu and told her their final decision. 

 

 

Although it was difficult to leave their homeland, they still decided to leave Chessboard Island for the 

sake of their lives. 

 

 

Then the problem came. Firstly, they didn’t have enough ships. Secondly, they didn’t know how to reach 

the coast, and they didn’t know anything about life on land. 

 

 

Therefore, they could only turn to Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

Yun chujiu sighed. “Elders, to be honest, of course, I am very willing to help you. However, I have a 

problem. My brain is not working properly. Generally speaking, it will only work when I see a lot of spirit 

stones.” 

 

 


